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Delta variant concerns impact consumer
spending in key verticals
In the states hardest hit by the COVID Delta variant, restaurant spending is down, and Open
Table has tracked a decline in restaurant reservations.
RELATED COVERAGE: After a Strong Summer, Restaurants Wonder if Delta is About to End
the Party
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FULL STORY

Restaurant industry fearful of
returning to strict COVID-19 restrictions

Tech roundup: Grubhub is changing its
controversial phone call system

“Everyone seems to agree that we need to
avoid reverting to harsher restrictions like
we had throughout most of the pandemic,”
said Andrew Rigie, executive director of the
New York City Hospitality Alliance. “We know
we can’t go back to reduced occupancy and
shut down orders.”

The third-party delivery app Grubhub will
use a call center sta!ed by some of its own
employees to "eld calls made to
restaurants. The move is apparently in
response to the enormous blowback the
company has received over the
controversial way it charges restaurants for
phone calls made through Grubhub, even if
those phone calls never lead to a meal
order.

Read more

Read more

Transforming the Restaurant
to Customer Experience
Let us Nudge allows restaurants to o!er
incentives via secure, seamless, and subtle
nudges to help turn tables during busy
times and/or "ll tables during slower times.
Learn more
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California judge rules gig worker
initiative utilized by Uber and Lyft is
unconstitutional
A superior court judge has ruled that
Proposition 22, which was passed by
California voters in November 2020, is
unconstitutional. The ballot initiative was
funded by rideshare and delivery apps and
allowed the companies to classify their
drivers as independent contractors rather
than employees. The decision is expected to
be appealed.
Read more

California restaurants may get yearlong
extension for serving streetside drinks
A CRA-sponsored bill aims to extend
regulatory relief that was put in place earlier
this year by Gov. Gavin Newsom. It would
allow restaurants to more easily serve
alcoholic drinks in their expanded outdoor
spaces.
“It’s timely. We could be going outside again
this winter,” said the bill’s author,
Assemblyman Jesse Gabriel, D-Woodland
Hills. “It’s really sad. A lot of (the restaurants)
are hanging on by a thread.”
Read more

Walters: Will legislature confront
California housing crisis?

It’s o!cial: Cli" House location will
have a new restaurant in 2022

California’s housing shortage and
a!ordability crisis was already acute, but
the COVID pandemic has made it even
worse. State lawmakers have two potential
remedies to consider as their session winds
down for the year.

The National Park Service has said that it will
entertain proposals from restaurateurs who
want to locate in the iconic and now-empty
space alongside some of San Francisco’s
most beloved coastal views.
Read more

Read more
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Your source for quality
dressings, marinades and sauces!
WN Foods is located in the SF Bay Area. We are
family owned & managed. We can take your
recipe or choose from ours to bring your food
ideas to life!
Learn more

Are your tax problems
smoldering on the back burner?
Even if you don’t know the scale and scope of
your tax problem, we can help you emerge
from the Coronavirus crisis in one piece. Larson
Tax Relief resolves tax issues so you can focus
on what’s important!
Learn more

CRA NEWS
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Restaurant and Sponsorship registration is
open for Dine Out Fresno County
Dine Out Fresno County celebrates the region’s diverse dining locations. From September 1019, 2021 Fresno County restaurants and customers are being appreciated! Food lovers may
simply support Fresno County restaurants by purchasing discounted gift cards during a special
Dine Out Fresno County online gift card sales promotion and restaurant give back.
LEARN MORE

Legal Partner Content: Five steps to
reduce employment lawsuits in
California
CRA legal partner Zaller Law Group reviews
"ve steps employers can take to help
reduce a company's liability.

Winners of the Culinary + Cocktail Clash
The California Restaurant Foundation paired
restaurant brands with student sous chefs
to create the ultimate sandwich. Winners
were announced at the outdoor Cocktail
Clash reception on Monday. The event
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Don't forget to join the Zaller Law Group and
the San Bernardino Economic Development for
a webinar on CalOSHA’s ETS this Thursday,
August 26th at 10 AM. Register today!
Read more

raised nearly $50,000 to support high school
culinary arts programs. See recipes and
videos here.
Cheers to the Clash sponsors! Coca-Cola,
Tito’s Handmade Vodka, FreshPoint, Torani,
Ecolab, EMPLOYERS, Gold Label, Inc., BJ’s
Restaurants, Rodney Strong Vineyards, and
Specialty Restaurants Corp.
Learn more

REBUILDING
TOGETHER

RENEW YOUR CRA
MEMBERSHIP

GET READY FOR NATIONAL
FOOD SAFETY MONTH 2021

EMPLOYERS is here to serve your

All CRA Members who renew their

09.02 @ 11 AM PST

workers’ compensation insurance

membership will automatically be

The role of hygiene at your

needs and support the Golden

sent a complimentary box of N95

restaurant is more important than

State’s return to sunny skies.

face mask as a thank you.

ever. Join our panel of experts for

Learn more

* While supplies last

this one-hour webinar.
Register today
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EVENT CALENDAR
AUG

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM PST

25

Live Demo: Modern Takes on
Culinary Classics: Live Demo
with Chef Lamar Moore

AUG

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PST

26

Webinar: Cal/OSHA ETS and
How to Comply

More info
Register

AUG

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PST

30

Webinar: The Future of Food
Service with Richtech
Robotics
More info
Register

More info
Register

SEP

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM PST

01

Webinar: The Employment
Life Cycle: EEO Compliance
from Hiring to Firing
More info
Register

CHECK OUT OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS + WEBINARS AND REGISTER HERE.
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